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Critically Endangered? Medicinal Plant Cultivation 
and the Reconfiguration of Sowa Rigpa in Ladakh
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Abstract
Despite the increasing attention being paid to Himalayan medicinal plants in various realms 
over recent years, the effects of resource depletion, and of attempts to control it, on the medical 
traditions that depend directly upon these plants remain largely in shadow. This article seeks to 
illuminate this lacuna by examining the relationships developing between medicinal plant con-
servation and Sowa Rigpa (Tibetan medicine) in Ladakh, Himalayan India. I discuss four culti-
vation projects, their contributions to emergent patterns of medicine production and their 
positioning within the wider transformations shaping this medical tradition. I show that while 
some plant species have indeed become increasingly threatened in Ladakh, it is small-scale med-
icine production, and a particular form of Sowa Rigpa associated with it, that have become 
‘critically endangered’, particularly in light of an elite-driven quest to secure central government 
recognition for the system. Medicinal plants are being cast in a variety of roles on this stage, 
expressing social, commercial and medical interests that converge and conflict with one another 
in different fields. I argue that while the projects in question largely feed into contemporary 
trends towards medical modernisation and the increasing concentration of pharmaceutical pro-
duction, they also play a counterbalancing role by supporting small-scale production and prac-
tice. This multiplicity reflects the ambivalence being experienced by practitioners in a period of 
considerable flux, as well as calling into question the utility of linear models of medical change 
and binary conceptualisations of ‘tradition’ and ‘modernity’.
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Himalayan plants and medical traditions

The medicinal plants of the Himalayas and the Tibetan plateau have become 
the objects of increasing attention from many directions over recent decades. 
International donors and policy makers, government departments, NGOs 
and those involved in the burgeoning herbal industry have all initiated actions 
concerning these plants, while authors of diverse backgrounds and disciplines 
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have published on the subject.1 Much applied literature and project activity 
has focused, in one way or another, upon harmonising the discordant trio of 
biodiversity conservation, industrial growth and rural economic develop-
ment.2 However, the effects of resource depletion and, crucially, of attempts to 
control it, on the medical traditions that depend directly upon these plants 
have remained largely in shadow.

This article joins a handful of recent works, the current volume included, 
that seek to address these oversights and shed some light on the relationship 
between medicinal plant conservation and medical knowledge-practice. I dis-
cuss four ex situ medicinal plant cultivation projects in Ladakh, Himalayan 
India3 and examine the dynamic linkages between them and the production 
of Sowa Rigpa4 medicines, asking: How are the practice of medicinal plant 
cultivation and the practice of Sowa Rigpa pharmacy related? Tracing out 
these relationships reveals a medical tradition in a period of substantial recon-
figuration, within which medicinal plants have come to play a range of eco-
nomic, symbolic and political roles for different actors. Focusing in on this 
multiplicity, my analysis revolves around the following question: To what uses 
are medicinal plants being put in the contemporary transformations shaping 
Sowa Rigpa in Ladakh?

Recent years have seen wider recognition of the ‘inextricable link’5 between 
biodiversity and medico-cultural systems worldwide.6 Academic accounts of 
how practitioners of Asian medical traditions classify and use plants are now 
much better represented in the literature,7 and several recent publications have 
begun to explore the recasting of ‘global’ conservation discourse in Himalayan 
contexts, questioning the relationships between medicinal plant projects and 
processes of socio-medical change at various scales. In western Nepal, the 

1 Kala et al. 2004; Lama et al. 2001; Olsen and Larsen 2003; Olsen and Bhattarai 2005; 
Thomas et al. 2005.

2 Kuniyal et al. 2005; NMPB 2008, Subedi 2006; Subrat 2005; Karki 2005; Kala 2006a, 
2006b.

3 Ladakh is a semi-autonomous region of Jammu and Kashmir state, in the northwestern 
corner of India. 

4 Sowa Rigpa ( gso ba rig pa—the ‘science’ or ‘knowledge of healing’) is both the official Indian 
nomenclature and most common vernacular term for what is otherwise known as ‘Tibetan med-
icine’. I use the term Sowa Rigpa in this anglicised form throughout to refer specifically to the 
branches of the tradition being practised in geographical India. All other Ladakhi and Tibetan 
words used in this article are rendered phonetically and italicised in the main text. Translitera-
tions according to the Wylie (1959) system are provided directly after the first usage (where these 
differ from the phonetic rendering), along with the English translation.

5 Posey and Dutfield 1996; Posey 1999.
6 Bodeker et al. 1997; Maffi 2001; Shankar and Majumdar 1997; Stepp et al. 2002.
7 Boesi and Cardi 2006; Dawa and Moore 1999; Glover 2005, 2007.
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groundbreaking ‘WWF-UNESCO People and Plants programme’ opened up 
new fields of interaction between amchi (am chi—Sowa Rigpa practitioners, as 
they are known in Nepal and Ladakh), scientists and conservationists.8 This 
encounter led to the development of innovative systems of resource manage-
ment and acted as a catalyst for the rise of new forms of social organisation 
and collective action amongst practitioners, whose influence has continued to 
grow well beyond the lifespan of the project itself.9 Also in Nepal, Craig has 
shown that the protection of medicinal plants is at once a matter of pragmatic 
necessity for healers reliant upon them, a source of international funding and 
political legitimacy, and a cause of friction between practitioners and conser-
vationists.10 Conservation discourse and action are thus inherently bound up 
in complex, and often contradictory, processes of medical professionalisation, 
including the emergence of new patterns of pharmaceutical production and 
shifting ideas of what constitutes quality and efficacy in medicines.

Based on his research in Ladakh, Pordié has shown the analytical value of 
approaching medicinal plants as expressions of culture, or ‘biocultural objects’.11 
Existing simultaneously as biological entities, healing tools embedded in a 
medical culture, economic products, political stakes and emblems of identity, 
the plants confound the nature-culture dichotomy and encapsulate the ten-
sions between tradition and modernity, the elite and the popular, which per-
meate the contemporary discourse and practice of Sowa Rigpa. He has also 
demonstrated how the discourse of Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) protec-
tion for medicinal plants has been utilised as a political tool by an elite group 
of Ladakhi amchi,12 creating an ‘illusion of conservation’ while attending to 
essentially social concerns,13 observations that also resonate strongly with the 
themes addressed here.

This article builds upon these insights by examining the social and eco-
nomic dimensions of conservation activities and the roles that cultivation is 
playing in the transformation of Ladakhi Sowa Rigpa, particularly through its 

 8 Lama and Aumeeruddy-Thomas 2005; Lama et al. 2001.
 9 Aumeeruddy-Thomas and Lama 2008.
10 Craig and Bista 2005; Craig 2008.
11 Pordié 2002.
12 A small group of amchi have established themselves in positions of social power in Ladakh 

over recent decades, taking influential posts in government and NGOs, and founding their own 
associations and clinics. They mostly live in urban areas, are well educated, English-speaking and 
confident in dealing with foreigners and representatives from outside Ladakh: ‘These individuals 
are an influential minority which produces the institutional narratives on Tibetan medicine in 
the region and represents Ladakhi amchi in the political arena both at regional and national level’ 
(Pordié 2008b, p. 3). 

13 Pordié 2005, 2008a.
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contribution to emergent patterns of medicine production. The industrialisa-
tion of medicine production began over a century ago in Ayurveda14 and 
Unani-tibb,15 and almost all the practitioners of Tibetan medicine in contem-
porary Tibet,16 Bhutan17 and Dharamsala18 practice with medicines made 
industrially by state, institutional or private pharmacists. In Ladakh, the large-
scale production of medicines has emerged only over the last twenty years and 
is a phenomenon that divides opinion and brings diverse responses from prac-
titioners. There are many perceived positive aspects, but these are set against a 
mounting sense of ambivalence and concern over the erosion of what many 
see as a fundamental element of their medical tradition and identity: the prac-
tice of sman jor (sman sbyor—medicine production).19

While medicinal plants have indeed become increasingly threatened in 
Ladakh over recent years, small-scale medicine production, and a particular 
form of Sowa Rigpa associated with it, are also seen to have become ‘critically 
endangered’. In this article, I show how the plants have come to occupy key 
positions, both discursive and material, in simultaneous efforts to ‘preserve’ or 
‘protect’ Sowa Rigpa as a diverse medical tradition and to ‘develop’ or ‘mod-
ernise’ it as a standardised medical system. Medicinal plant cultivation proj-
ects reflect a range of social, political, commercial and medical interests that 
converge and conflict with one another in different fields. I argue that while 
the projects largely feed into trends towards modernisation and the increasing 
concentration of medicine production, connected to Sowa Rigpa’s quest for 
central government recognition of the system, they also play a counterbalanc-
ing role by supporting diverse, small scale pharmaceutical production and 
medical practice. Exploration of these multifaceted relationships between cul-
tivation and pharmacy invites reflection on the wider processes by which 
medical knowledge-practice is both constituted and transformed.

Sowa Rigpa in flux

From the 1960s onwards Sowa Rigpa has been in a distinct phase of transfor-
mation in Ladakh, engendered by profound socio-economic change, the 

14 Banerjee 2009; Bode 2002.
15 Attewell 2007.
16 Craig and Adams 2008; Janes 2001, 2002; Hofer 2006; Saxer this volume.
17 Mckay and Wangchuk 2005; Royal Government of Bhutan 2002.
18 Kloos 2008, 2010.
19 The term sman jor is used by Ladakhi amchi to refer to the entire process of medicine pro-

duction, though it also describes a particular stage within that process, in which the components 
of a particular formula are assembled and measured out prior to grinding. 
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expansion of biomedical services, and increasing articulation with the Indian 
government, national and global markets, NGOs and other branches of Sowa 
Rigpa.20 Having held a virtual monopoly over medical treatment using drugs21 
for many centuries and occupied very high social positions, amchi have found 
themselves in an increasingly plural environment where their status and med-
ical power have been in many ways eclipsed by an ascendant biomedicine. As 
the cash economy expanded in Ladakhi society, the ‘moral economies’22 of 
localised reciprocal systems within which amchi practice was formerly embed-
ded have been progressively eroded and therapeutic relationships commodi-
fied. Clinics charging fees in return for services have become common in 
urban areas, while many rural practitioners have faced considerable economic 
hardships during the awkward transition to cash payment for their services. 
The amchi once formed a highly diffuse population, with knowledge transmit-
ted and practice proceeding within localised family or master-disciple lineages. 
Institutional courses have now become the most prominent training modality 
and regular seminars, meetings and activities organised by amchi associations 
and NGOs have seen vastly increased contact between practitioners, and a 
collective identity gradually taking shape. In the final decades of the twentieth 
century contacts between Ladakhi amchi and exiled Tibetan practitioners also 
deepened, exposing them to new models of institutional training, professional 
practice and medicine production, which filtered back to shape aspirations 
and practices in Ladakh. The Indian government at both central and state 
levels also began taking more of an interest in Sowa Rigpa during this period, 
establishing an ‘Amchi Research Unit’23 and appointing a ‘Chief Amchi’ to 
mediate between practitioners and the biomedical authorities.

20 Notably the branches based around Dharamsala, three days drive to the south of Ladakh in 
Himachal Pradesh. Dharamsala has become a thriving centre of Sowa Rigpa in India since the 
arrival of Tibetan refugee amchi and the establishment of the Men-Tsee-Khang (Institute of 
Medicine and Astrology) from the 1960s onwards—see Kloos 2010; Prost 2008; Samuel 2001.

21 Sowa Rigpa stands alongside a range of religious and ritual healing modalities with long 
histories in the region, though it is the only one with a scholarly textual basis and alone in 
employing medicines as the principal therapeutic method. 

22 I use the term ‘moral economies’ to refer to the varied and flexible social arrangements 
within which Sowa Rigpa practice is embedded, particularly those through which compensation 
for the material and temporal investments of the amchi is organised. The concept recognises the 
interdependence of medical, social, ethical, moral, spiritual and economic factors in therapeutic 
interactions. 

23 The Amchi Research Unit was a branch of the Central Council for Research on Ayurveda 
and Siddha, established in 1976 primarily to collate information on Sowa Rigpa therapeutics 
and conduct clinical trials on particular medicines. It was later renamed the ‘Sowa Rigpa Research 
Centre’. 
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The new millennium has seen the pace of transformation accelerate as pro-
grammes specifically aimed at revitalising Sowa Rigpa have expanded and 
Ladakh’s amchi institutions have started to reach more actively for new regis-
ters of professionalism and legitimacy. Following several years of campaigning 
by a loose (and often uneasy) coalition of Tibetan exile and Himalayan Indian 
amchi, a bill to amend the Indian Medicine Central Council Act (1970) was 
passed by the Indian Cabinet on 10 September 2009, clearing the way for the 
full central government recognition of Sowa Rigpa. The push towards recogni-
tion in the years prior to this was led in Ladakh by handful of influential 
amchi, lending further weight to a programme of action characterised by 
familiar motifs of medical modernisation: the institutionalisation of training, 
the professionalisation of practice, and the standardisation and industrialisa-
tion of medicine production. The three years leading up to 2009—our ethno-
graphic present—witnessed the rise of new discursive tropes and a range of 
initiatives aimed at modernising Ladakhi Sowa Rigpa and bringing it closer to 
the Department of Ayurveda, Yoga, Unani, Siddha and Homeopathy 
(AYUSH),24 though these moves have given rise to mixed feelings and diverse 
responses. It is on this changing and contested stage that medicinal plants have 
come to play increasingly important and charged roles. The limited space 
available here only allows for this brief sketch of half a century of complex 
transformation. The main dimensions of relevance to us here are fleshed out 
in the course of this article and readers are directed to other published sources 
for more detailed and nuanced accounts.25

Making Sowa Rigpa medicines

I conducted my doctoral fieldwork between 2006 and 2009 and spent much 
of this period with Ladakhi amchi, discussing their lives and practices, observ-
ing and participating in their daily activities. In order to gain a broad view of 
contemporary practice, I conducted semi-structured interviews with a total 
of 58 practitioners of both genders and from all ages and backgrounds,26 in 

24 AYUSH is the department of the Indian Ministry of Health and Family Welfare responsi-
ble for all aspects of the ‘Indian systems of medicine’.

25 Besch and Guerin in press; Blaikie in press; Kloos 2004, in press; Kuhn 1984; Pordié 2002, 
2003, 2008a, 2008b.

26 I made every effort to ensure that this sample reflected the diversity of contemporary Sowa 
Rigpa practice in the region. I interviewed a total of 58 amchi (12 women and 46 men), 23 of 
whom were under 40 years of age. Almost half of them had received some form of institutional 
training, and 33 were practicing predominantly in rural areas. The sample included individual 
amchi and those working in institutional settings, and included practitioners from most areas of 
Ladakh and Zanskar, though some regions were better represented than others.
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addition to a range of deeper and longer-term research methods focused on a 
smaller group of informants. The amchi I interviewed differ widely in how 
they receive, adapt, transmit and apply knowledge, in their social positions 
and roles, in how they relate to their patients and conduct their daily practices. 
They also display considerable variation in how they perceive and engage with 
the transformations that are shaping their medical culture, particularly con-
cerning changing patterns of medicine production. Of the 58 amchi, 32 col-
lect medicinal plants on a small scale and produce medicines at home for their 
own clinical use, much as their forebears had done before them. However, all 
of these amchi also supplement their own medicines with others that they 
purchase from the handful of commercial pharmacies that have flourished 
over recent decades, evidence of a relatively new trend developing in how 
medicines are sourced, produced, circulated and valued.

Up until the 1980s, virtually all the Sowa Rigpa medicines used in Ladakh 
were made by individual amchi, at home and for the purpose of direct pre-
scription to patients. Older amchi have consistently told me that nobody was 
producing drugs specifically for sale prior to this period, and although the 
trade in raw materials was well established, the internal market for readymade 
medicines was extremely limited. The ecology of medicine production really 
began to change from the 1980s onwards, as Ladakhi amchi began to arti-
culate much more with their dynamic exiled Tibetan counterparts and as 
commercial pharmacies began to establish themselves in the region. The Men-
Tsee-Khang opened two clinics in the Leh area and began offering readymade 
medicines for sale, brought in from their burgeoning factory in Dharamsala. 
Although it was mostly wealthier Ladakhi practitioners who bought these 
medicines in any quantity, as poorer (particularly rural) amchi could not really 
afford them, these essentially exogenous developments nonetheless marked 
the beginning of new era in the way drugs were made and circulated in the 
region. Towards the end of the decade, two Ladakhi amchi returned from 
studying Sowa Rigpa in Dharamsala and began to invest money and time in 
their pharmacies. They collected plants on a much larger scale than other 
amchi, developed more extensive networks of exchange and trade of raw mate-
rials27 and employed new technology (and to a lesser extent labour) to produce 
medicines with the specific intention of selling them to other amchi. Facili-
tated by economic and infrastructural developments, including the rising 
importance of the cash economy and the improvement of transport links, they 
became pioneers of the cottage industry mode of medicine production in 
Ladakh. By the start of the millennium, several other private pharmacists and 

27 Sowa Rigpa utilises multi-component medicines that combine high-altitude medicinal 
plants with plants from tropical and temperate climates, minerals and animal parts. 
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amchi associations such as Ladakh Amchi Sabha (LAS)28 were working in this 
way, essentially operating cottage industries but increasingly displaying char-
acteristics associated with a phase of proto-industrialisation.29 They continu-
ously expanded their outputs, simultaneously supplying and creating demand 
in the emergent local market and, in doing so, began to alter the complexion 
of Ladakhi Sowa Rigpa.

In a diverse medical landscape, the expansion of these cottage industries 
represents quite different things for different amchi. In general, the pharma-
cists are seen to offer several advantages, such as broadening the total range of 
medicines available in the region. Upwards of 100 different types of medicine 
are now widely available in Ladakh, compared to the 30–40 that were com-
monly being used in the 1960s. This ‘pharmaceutical proliferation’ includes 
complex formulas containing upwards of twenty components, and those 
requiring rare and expensive materials, which none but the wealthiest amchi 
were previously able to make. Most Ladakhi amchi today continue to produce 
the majority of their own medicines, using the pharmacies to provide those 
they struggle with and as a stop-gap if they face shortages of common drugs. 
The pharmacists have also become prominent in networks of exchange and 
trade of raw materials. Most amchi visit them to access resources which are 
otherwise problematic, either by purchasing them or by exchanging medicinal 
plants from their home areas for non-local products imported in bulk by the 
pharmacists.

At the same time however, the pharmacists have made it possible for 16 of 
the amchi I interviewed, and many others besides, to practice in an entirely 
new way: neither collecting plants nor making medicines, but buying all of 
their drugs readymade. Many of these run urban clinics as their main liveli-
hood activity and feel they do not have time to make medicines in addition to 
their clinical work. A second group, mostly in rural areas, comprises amchi 
who treat small numbers of patients alongside their main jobs and purchase 
the drugs to cover their limited needs. Thirdly there are amchi from the 
younger generation, especially those with institutional training, who lack skills 
and experience in pharmacy and have never made medicines at all. As we shall 
see as this article unfolds, the reasons amchi adopt different strategies of med-
icine production differ widely, as do the views taken of these choices by others, 
illustrating the diversity and the sense of liminality that characterises contem-

28 Ladakh Amchi Sabha was formed in 1978 and is today the largest amchi association in 
Ladakh, claiming to represent all the practitioners in the region. Although most Ladakhi amchi 
are indeed members, a small and influential elite sets the association’s agenda and represents it in 
regional, national and international forums.

29 See Banerjee 2009 and Harilal 2009 for detailed discussion of similar processes in 
Ayurveda.
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porary Ladakhi Sowa Rigpa. Across the whole spectrum of amchi there is a 
growing sense that small-scale medicine production is in decline and a feeling 
of deep ambivalence over the implications of this for the future of Sowa Rigpa 
knowledge and practice.

Medicinal plant cultivation in practice

Let us now consider the positions that medicinal plant cultivation activities 
hold within this and their effects on patterns of resource use and medicine 
production. Each of the four projects described below30 focuses attention on a 
different dimension of medical change and a different set of responses to it, 
showing the multiple roles cultivation plays in contemporary Ladakh.

Amchi entrepreneurs and individual cultivation

Amchi Tsewang Rigzin31 was born into a gyud pa (rgyud pa—lineage) amchi 
household in a central Ladakhi village in the late 1960s. He received most of 
his Sowa Rigpa training at the Institute for Traditional Tibetan Medicine in 
Dharamsala, where he studied theory, clinical practice and the fundamentals 
of pharmacy, while being exposed to the professionalisation and commerciali-
sation of Sowa Rigpa that was taking place there during this period.32 Return-
ing to Ladakh in the mid 1990s, he began to build his position by establishing 
an amchi association,33 gaining support from foreign donors and setting up a 

30 The data informing these case studies was mostly collected during 2008 and 2009. I know 
all of the concerned amchi well and have interacted with them many times, including multiple 
formal interviews and numerous more casual discussions. I have visited most of the cultivation 
sites mentioned here, some on several occasions, spoken with many farmers and assistants, and 
consulted project documents wherever these have been available. I have not worked for, or had 
any affiliation with, any of the donor agencies or organisations mentioned in this article. 

31 All the names and details in this article are real, used with the permission of those con-
cerned. My decision not to anonymise supports movement towards greater transparency in 
anthropological practice: ‘To produce knowledge about someone without it being possible for 
that person to reflect on it and respond to it is analytically timorous and ethically negligent. The 
price paid for seeking knowledge [. . .] is the burden of not wantonly indulging one’s own author-
ity, and hiding unnecessarily behind methodological artifice’ (May 2010, pp. 10–13). See also 
Clifford and Marcus 1986. 

32 See Kloos 2010.
33 At least ten registered amchi associations have emerged in Ladakh over recent decades. They 

range in size and purpose from those representing amchi from specific regions, such as the Zan-
skar Amchi and Astrologers’ Welfare Association, to associations run by individuals primarily for 
the purposes of social legitimacy and fundraising. As he is the only active member and represents 
no wider constituency of practitioners, Rigzin’s association falls into the latter category.
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well-placed clinic in a busy part of Leh town.34 Though he nominally main-
tains the family farm in his home village, he dwells permanently in Leh and 
his medical activities provide his primary source of income—something that 
was rare until recent decades and is only possible today for a small, yet grow-
ing, number of amchi.35

In order to make a living, Rigzin runs his clinic according to the emerging 
fixed-price model. At the end of each visit patients pay in cash for the medi-
cines they have been prescribed, plus a set sum for their consultation. This 
replaces the range of more flexible and socially embedded arrangements known 
as sman yon that still characterise most amchi-patient relationships outside of 
the clinic setting, where amchi are recompensed for their services with labour 
and with gifts in cash or kind, offered according to the patient’s reckoning.36 
Rigzin produces all the medicines used at his clinic himself and has progres-
sively increased the scale of his production over the last five years. His inten-
tion is to continue expanding production for his own clinical use and to sell to 
others, to which end he constructed a new pharmacy and clinic complex on 
the outskirts of Leh in 2008, complete with the latest electric grinding and 
pill-making machines.

Using funds from a number of European donors, Rigzin has experimented 
with the cultivation of over twenty species of medicinal plant over a ten-year 
period. The vast majority of these trials were unsuccessful, as many endan-
gered and therapeutically valuable plants such as bonga karpo (bong nga dkar 
po, Aconitum heterophyllum) did not grow well in the fields, while others like 
solo karpo (sro lo dkar po, Rhodiola imbricata) grew successfully but with very 
low nus pa (potency)37 and were not considered medically useful. He gradually 
abandoned cultivation of all but six species, focusing on those which had 
shown the most promising results. In 2005 he was granted a relatively large 
sum of money by the National Medicinal Plant Board (NMPB)38 to develop 
herbal gardens in two locations, covering a total area of approximately two 

34 Leh is the administrative and economic capital of Ladakh. 
35 The vast majority of amchi practice medicine alongside their main livelihood activities of 

farming, wage labour, government service or private employment. 
36 See Kloos 2004; Besch 2006; Besch and Guerin in press.
37 The term nus pa, widely translated as ‘potency’, refers here to the healing powers of raw 

materials. The degree and type of nus pa that a substance possesses corresponds to its therapeutic 
efficacy. The amchi assess nus pa by checking a sample’s physical properties (e.g. smell, taste, 
colour, size, shape and texture) against an established ideal. 

38 The NMPB was established by the Government of India in 2000 with the ‘primary man-
date of coordinating all matters relating to medicinal plants and supporting policies and pro-
grammes for growth of trade, export, conservation and cultivation’ (http://nmpb.nic.in/index.
php accessed 15th February 2010). It has become the apex body at the level of policy, funding 
and programme development relating to medicinal plants across India.
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acres. Rigzin is well aware of the rising demand for Sowa Rigpa medicines and 
of the existential threat that medicinal plant depletion poses to his practice 
and that of his colleagues. He makes no secret of the fact that he sees cultiva-
tion as a way to reduce this threat while furthering his own interests:

My aim is mostly herbal cultivation. Many medicinal plants like bonga karpo and 
tser sngon [tsher sngon, Meconopsis aculeata] are in danger to be finished, because 
many amchi collect roots, leaves and flowers. It is difficult now to find these in the 
mountains [. . .] These days many people like the Sowa Rigpa system: it has no 
side effects and no chemicals. Many people in Europe and America like this and 
I also need these herbs, so I think it is good to save, to protect them, through 
cultivation: no herbs means no medicine, and no medicine means no amchi.

In his gardens, by far the largest proportion of land has been dedicated to 
manu (ma nu, Inula racemosa) and ruta (ru rta, Saussurea lappa). The roots of 
both species are used in large numbers of Sowa Rigpa medicines and Ayurvedic 
products, fetching a high market price of up to 220 rupees39 per kilogram. 
Rising demands, combined with a limited distribution in the wild, have 
pushed both species onto the endangered lists of various conservation organi-
sations.40 Neither manu nor ruta are native to the trans-Himalayan zone, pre-
ferring lower and wetter climes, but both are easy to propagate in Ladakh and 
produce high yields of roots which are said to have excellent nus pa by the 
amchi, making them attractive candidates for cultivation.

Speaking of the fruits of his labours, Rigzin states: ‘So far I am not selling 
it, but maybe in future I will sell it to Ayurvedic doctors and many amchi. 
I hope that in four or five years I will be selling like this’. Though commercial 
sales of raw material are anticipated, thus far Rigzin has used all the cultivated 
plants to produce medicines in his pharmacy. These have mostly been pre-
scribed to patients at his clinic, but a growing proportion is being bought by 
other amchi also. To gather the raw materials needed to feed this growth, Rig-
zin spends several weeks each year collecting plants from sites across the region. 
He also buys them from traders and villagers, and from the markets of Amrit-
sar and Delhi, which source plants from all over South Asia and Tibet. 
Although he is careful to point out his adherence to sustainable collection 
practices, such as never taking more than fifty percent of any species from a 
given area, it is evident that expanding production necessitates an increased 
harvest and purchase of wild-crafted plants and thus exerts greater pressure on 
already threatened species. This is the paradox that everywhere confronts with 

39 220 INR is approximately $5 USD.
40 Both species appear on the IUCN red list as ‘critically endangered’ in the Western Hima-

layan region following an assessment workshop held in 2003. Saussurea lappa was listed in 
Appendix II of CITES in 1975 and re-graded to Appendix I in 1985.
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the industrialisation of traditional medicine production when the majority of 
raw materials remain wild-sourced, a point to which I return towards the end 
of this article. Though biodiversity conservation is the primary stated objective 
of this project, its outcomes have contributed mainly to the expansion of Rig-
zin’s cottage industry medicine production—with its paradoxical effect on 
wild plant resources—and to the consolidation of a particular model of urban 
clinical practice.

The second project for discussion shares much with that already described, 
but differs in its precise economic purpose. Rigzin Tondup was also born into 
an established lineage amchi household in a village several hours drive from 
Leh, and studied Sowa Rigpa for ten years at the same institute in Dharamsala. 
He is also among the few Ladakhi amchi to gain their livelihood primarily 
through medical practice, using funds from European donors to establish an 
amchi association and clinic in his native village, which is one of the very few 
outside the urban areas to institute fixed rates for medicines and consultation 
fees. In 2002 he opened a second ‘branch clinic’ in a nearby village, where he 
employs young amchi to practice on a full-time, salaried basis. This is an 
unprecedented move in rural Ladakh and suggests new possibilities emerging 
in the organisation and economics of Sowa Rigpa.

Tondup does not make any of his own medicines, but purchases them 
all from several pharmacists in Leh, including Rigzin, and from a friend who 
runs a successful pharmacy in Dharamsala. Although this is not ideal, it is 
convenient:

The best way is to make our own medicines: more trust, more satisfaction, more 
profit, more sustainable. But there is also more tension. If I am going to make 
Agar 3541 then I must gather 35 kinds of materials. I would need to struggle in the 
summer, visiting Zanskar one week, then one week in Sapi, one week in Changth-
ang and one week in Khardung to collect all the plants. When we compound 
medicines there are also poisons we need to remove, but detoxification and puri-
fication are very difficult. Someday I will do this, but at the moment it is easy to 
buy from others.

Practising Sowa Rigpa in this way implies quite a different approach to medic-
inal plants compared to those who make their own medicines. For Tondup, 
plants hold no use value whatsoever and are only important in terms of what 
they can bring in exchange. He collects plants specifically to sell them to phar-
macist friends, from whom he also purchases medicines, or he exchanges them 
directly for readymade medicines. These activities caused some controversy in 
the late 1990s and Tondup attracted criticism for allegedly collecting large 

41 Agar 35 is one of the most popular and widely used medicines in Sowa Rigpa. It contains 
34 materials in addition to its principal component of agaru (a ga ru, Aquillaria agallocha).
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quantities of medicinal plants and selling them to pharmacists in Dharamsala, 
where they are in great demand. Other prominent amchi complained that 
Tondup was endangering their shared natural resources by collecting such 
large amounts and his reputation was somewhat tarnished by rumours of 
greed and resource depletion. Large numbers of amchi engage in similar activ-
ities and Tondup felt that he was unfairly singled out, perhaps due to his 
openly ambitious nature and his closeness to Tibetan amchi, about which 
some elite Ladakhi amchi are uncomfortable.42 Though he still collects plants 
for this purpose, he does it on a much smaller scale and insists that he no lon-
ger collects roots, thus reducing the impact on wild populations. For Tondup, 
medicinal plants serve as a source of income, as items of exchange by which he 
can gain medicines for immediate clinical use, and as tokens with which he 
can maintain his position in social networks.

Tondup is familiar with the discourse of conservation and is quick to high-
light the benefits of cultivation for reducing wild harvest. Like Rigzin, he saw 
an area of convergence between these aims and his own aspirations, and acted 
to gain entry to the cultivation field. Securing funding from the NMPB and a 
Dutch donor organisation, he planted approximately 40 kanal 43 with manu 
and ruta, thereby creating the largest plantation in Ladakh. He employed 
labourers to harvest several tons of roots in 2008 and having no need for them 
himself, contacted friends in Dharamsala and travelled to visit pharmacists in 
Leh, selling his entire stock. The circumstances under which these sales took 
place caused some friction with other cultivators, as discussed below, but over-
all the project brought considerable profits for Tondup, which he used for his 
own needs and for re-investment in his rural clinics.

Rigzin and Tondup are two relatively young, well-educated amchi seeking 
to construct the best livelihoods they can from their medical practices in chal-
lenging times. They count among the small but growing number of ‘career 
amchi ’ in today’s Ladakh and their survival depends on their ability to mobi-
lise sufficient financial and social capital, both within and outside the medical 
realm, to maintain or expand their operations and turn a profit in conven-
tional economic terms. Familiar with the world of development funding and 
experienced at appealing to emerging donor priorities, medicinal plant culti-
vation appears as a logical, legitimate and lucrative activity for ambitious 

42 Relationships between Ladakhi amchi and their Tibetan exile counterparts are complex and 
varied. There are some among the Ladakhi amchi elite (often those who studied in Dharamsala) 
who have strong links with Tibetan amchi and favour cooperation with them, while others take 
a more cautious or competitive approach to their better-organised neighbours. For further details 
see Pordié 2008a, pp. 148–50.

43 One kanal is equivalent to one eighth of an acre, so 40 kanal is equal to five acres.
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amchi with entrepreneurial aspirations. By engaging in cultivation, Tondup 
has reclaimed some of the legitimacy he lost through his earlier collection 
activities, while pioneering large-scale commercial cultivation and demon-
strating the possibility of running profit-making clinics in rural areas. As an 
urban pharmacist-practitioner with his sights set on expansion, Rigzin has 
been able to benefit materially from cultivation and increase his production 
output while displaying his commitment to the increasingly esteemed values 
of sustainability. Both have thus consolidated their social and financial posi-
tions, secured cheap raw materials for exchange or use, and further invested in 
relatively new forms of Sowa Rigpa practice. Their activities are essentially 
individual in nature and neither amchi explicitly connects them to the quest 
for recognition, yet the confluence is apparent, as Tondup points out:

Amchi must also look after their families, make money—we also live in the 
twenty-first century. If we can have recognition, then we will have some seats in 
the government hospitals, like a doctor, with a good salary. Then the young gen-
eration will also take interest in this medicine.

Medicinal plant cultivation materially supports the private production of 
medicines as commodities and socially validates an emergent form of medical 
practice revolving around their sale as such to patients, which act as both 
markers and agents of professionalisation.

Cooperative cultivation and small-scale medicine production

The next project for discussion was run over five years by Pragya, a large Indian 
NGO with programmes throughout the Himalayan region. Using a substan-
tial grant from the European Commission, they supported the cultivation of 
manu and ruta by farmers in more than thirty villages with the aim of ‘improv-
ing rural livelihoods’. The overall results were mixed, suggesting that cultiva-
tion has the potential to prove profitable, but only marginally so.44 Most of the 
participating farmers I met were unfavourable to continuation, but four amchi 
and 16 farmers from central Ladakh formed a cooperative which fared better 
than many other groups and has persisted beyond the closing of the NGO 
project. Each member planted a small area of their own land and tended the 
plants individually. After harvesting, the amchi kept whatever they needed for 

44 Estimates from farmers and amchi suggest a marketable yield of between 75kg and 150kg 
per kanal over a three-year growing cycle. If sold at a farm-gate price of 150 rupees per kg, this 
would secure 15,000 to 30,000 rupees ($337 to $675 USD). Approximate calculations suggest 
that growing potatoes can bring in between 24,000 and 36,000 ($540 to $809 USD) for the 
same area and time period. See Kuniyal et al. 2005 for a detailed discussion of ruta cultivation in 
the Lahaul valley, just to the south of Ladakh.
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their own medicine production and pooled the surplus to sell to, or exchange 
with, other amchi.

The circumstances under which the sale of surplus materials took place 
caused some tension between the cooperative and Tondup (see above), who 
harvested their crops at the same time. The capital Tondup was able to invest 
and the resulting size of his operation opened up economies of scale that 
enabled him to sell at a much lower price than the cooperative, while still 
securing a substantial profit. Cooperative members had been assured that they 
would receive at least 200 rupees ($4.5 USD) per kilogram, but Tondup 
undercut them by selling at 140 rupees ($3.2 USD), leaving the cooperative 
struggling to sell their stocks and forced to drop their prices. One amchi I 
know well purchased a large consignment from the cooperative, but became 
angry with them when Tondup offered the same materials at a much lower 
price a few days later. Such friction between primary producers of medicinal 
plants is unprecedented in Ladakh, suggesting the emergence of a competitive 
market which could well favour larger operations.

The leader of the cooperative, Sonam Tondup, is a dynamic young amchi 
who runs the busiest clinic in the Leh area. He produces all of his own medi-
cines and is a strong advocate of home production:

If you don’t make the medicines yourself and just buy them from others, you don’t 
know exactly what they contain and how well they have been made. They are also 
more expensive. When you make your own, you know the origins of every mate-
rial, you study each medicine one by one, you understand how they have been 
made and how they work, and also you can make more money.

Making one’s own medicine increases an amchi’s income, or limits their losses, 
compared to buying—a crucial consideration given the financial problems 
facing many practitioners.45 It also facilitates the exemption of poorer patients 
from payment, which is an important moral dimension of amchi-patient rela-
tions. Running clinics based on purchased medicines makes margins tighter, 
as Rigzin Tondup explains: ‘If you make your own medicines, you never need 
to count the doses and you still make fifty percent profit. If you buy the 
medicines, you have to count very carefully, like ‘1–2–3’, and even then the 
profit is very small, only around twenty-five percent, so you have to charge 
also a consultation fee.’

As alluded to in the above quote from Sonam Tondup, further advantages 
of home production include increased clinical confidence and greater 

45 Sowa Rigpa has become a marginal or loss-making activity for many amchi in the region, 
particularly in rural areas, where the costs of medicines are rarely matched by the returns from 
patients—see Besch 2006, 2007; Besch and Guerin in press; Kloos 2004 and Pordié 2008b.
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therapeutic accuracy. Many amchi harbour general doubts over the quality of 
mass produced medicines, as the pharmacists use electric machines and rapid 
grinding methods which are thought to reduce potency and result in poorly 
mixed ingredients. An amchi does not know if a purchased medicine contains 
all the materials it should contain, whether any substitutes have been used, or 
the precise balance of components that are present, which reduces their confi-
dence when prescribing them. Some amchi are uncomfortable giving pur-
chased medicines to certain patients in case they are too strong and cause 
adverse effects, or are not potent enough and thus do not have the desired 
outcomes. They feel that such details can only be known and factored into 
treatment regimes if the medicines are made personally. With purchased med-
icines it is also problematic to increase efficacy by employing admixture tech-
niques.46 The individual tailoring of therapeutic regimens also requires a 
precise knowledge of the balance of constituents in the original medicine and 
is much easier to perform when preparations are in powder form, as opposed 
to the pills mainly produced by the pharmacists today.47

The regular collection of medicinal plants and personal engagement with 
the literally thousands of procedures involved in production is also seen to 
deepen one’s understanding of the pharmacological principles and therapeutic 
actions of medicines. These are vast fields of technical knowledge, much of 
which is not available in written sources and can only be learned through long 
periods of praxis with an experienced master. Transmission usually takes place 
within amchi gyud (am chi rgyud—hereditary or elective medical lineages), in 
which bodies of knowledge-practice build up over generations and, in spite of 
a largely shared formulary,48 give rise to variation in the medicines that are 
actually made. These reservoirs of accumulated practical knowledge are said to 
quickly drain away when amchi treat only through diagnosis and prescription. 
Sonam is critical of amchi who neglect this aspect of their practice:

Many younger amchi have not taken time to learn sman jor and they are not tak-
ing proper interest in it. They are lazy and that is why they practice only through 
buying and giving, not through making. The problem is that they don’t really 

46 Through the skilful addition of extra materials, basic medicines can be finely adjusted and 
re-adjusted according to the constitution and condition of the patient, the exact nature and stage 
of their disorder, and the prevailing environmental conditions. 

47 Sowa Rigpa medicines come in many forms, of which decoctions, powders and pills are the 
most widely used. Pharmacists have begun to produce many of the preparations that were for-
merly made as powders in the pill form, as pills have a longer shelf-life, and are thought to be 
easier to prescribe and to consume.

48 Most Sowa Rigpa medicines are made according to standard formulations inscribed in a 
common set of texts. 
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understand which medicines will have benefits for which patient—they are not 
confident in their treatments. I go to the mountains and collect everything one by 
one—I know all the plants, which medicines to make from them and exactly 
which is good for what. If you buy, then you don’t know the benefit of each plant, 
you forget, and this is simply laziness. Also the knowledge of the plants and of 
sman jor is lost.

Sonam’s views are shared by many Ladakhi amchi, who consider the produc-
tion of one’s own medicine a fundamental element of their identity:

When you become an amchi you must have the determination to do it properly, 
the confidence to do many things. It is essential that you collect the plants and 
make the medicines with your own hands [. . .] If there is a student who says ‘I am 
an amchi, but I am not collecting plants and I am buying my medicines from 
another’, this clearly shows that he knows nothing—it is not possible to say that 
he is an amchi (Tsewang Norphel).

Contrasts are frequently drawn between the ideal of amchi practice, within 
which pharmacy is integral, and the specialised approach to medicine produc-
tion inherent to biomedicine and to Tibetan medicine as practiced in Dharam-
sala or Tibet: ‘They are behaving just like allopathic doctors—buying the 
medicine, giving prescriptions, buying more medicine. They don’t know where 
this medicine is coming from or what its potencies are’ (Tsering Phuntsog). 
All the amchi I have met who make medicines put forward similar arguments 
in favour of it: it is more profitable, leads to more effective treatment, and 
maintains continuity with a valued past through the transmission of lineage-
based knowledge. It can also be seen to provide a space in which amchi do not 
feel inferior to a dominant biomedicine, and to favourably distinguish the 
Ladakhis from amchi elsewhere, who are otherwise considered more techni-
cally advanced.

In contrast to the individualistic and market-centred examples discussed 
previously, the cooperative and use-oriented approach to cultivation taken by 
Sonam and his partners is seen by those involved to work in support of small 
scale medicine production. In addition to providing raw materials for direct 
use by the amchi members, the cultivated plants flow beyond the cooperative, 
cementing a larger network of amchi into exchange relationships that are ani-
mated more by a commitment to mutual support than by the rule of profit. 
Many amchi in this network are rural based, lack formal qualifications and 
treat relatively small numbers of patients using home produced medicines. As 
a central node in this network, Sonam buys small quantities of medicinal 
plants brought to him by these amchi, or exchanges them for non-local raw 
materials that he buys in bulk from the markets of Delhi and Amritsar. He 
frequently lends or gives materials and medicines to those in the network, and 
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has also lent money and equipment to several young amchi to help them 
establish their own production. These actions undoubtedly serve Sonam’s 
interests, helping him to access materials, supply his popular clinic and build 
his medical power. They enable him to provide a wide range of high quality 
drugs to his patients at a reasonable price, galvanising and extending his 
patient base while demonstrating his generosity to, and support of, his fellow 
amchi. These actions are set within a discursive framework and a field of prac-
tice that retain space for plants and medicines to circulate as healing gifts and 
objects of reciprocal exchange as well as to be sold as anonymous commodi-
ties. They actively support diverse and small scale pharmacy despite the gen-
eral trend towards increasing scales of production.

Cultivation and modernisation

The final project under examination is an herbal garden currently being devel-
oped by Ladakh Amchi Sabha (LAS). This association has played a significant 
role in the development of Sowa Rigpa by organising regular seminars and 
workshops, representing Ladakhi amchi at the national level and producing 
medicines at its pharmacy. Its current President, amchi Padma Gurmet, is also 
the Director of the Sowa Rigpa Research Centre (SRRC)49 and has become a 
central figure advocating for the modernisation of Sowa Rigpa and leading the 
quest for government recognition. Recent years have seen the discourse and 
actions of LAS increasingly convergent with those of SRRC and oriented 
towards the modernisation agenda of its executive members, setting a course 
through awkward terrain which, as we shall see, does not meet with unequivo-
cal approval.

In 1999 LAS began experimenting with medicinal plant cultivation, linked 
from the beginning to its wider aims: ‘The standardisation of amchi practice 
and the conservation of natural medicinal resources are the two most impor-
tant thrusts of the association’.50 By the mid 2000s, they had been able to 
secure sizeable funding from the NMPB and several European donors to 
expand their cultivation activities. The project is in its early stages at the time 
of writing and has not yet yielded concrete results, but entails a large site of 
nearly three acres, modern irrigation equipment and sufficient funds to pur-
chase quality planting materials. Those involved are knowledgeable and pas-

49 The SRRC (formerly the Amchi Research Unit) is a satellite of the Central Council for 
Research on Ayurveda and Siddha. Since the late 1970s it has been the only centrally-funded 
body working on Sowa Rigpa in India, though its outputs have been limited. 

50 Phuntsog 2005, p. 389.
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sionate about the plants and regularly extol the virtues of conservation.51 They 
highlight the role the garden could play in training other amchi in cultivation 
techniques, though no plans are yet in place to organise such training. They 
also know the difficulties involved in growing many of the rarer species, which 
leaves manu and ruta again as the favoured candidates for large-scale cultiva-
tion. Plans for the cultivated materials are currently limited to using them to 
produce medicines more cheaply at the LAS pharmacy and selling any surplus 
to raise revenue for the association.

The LAS pharmacy opened in 2000 and has become the largest such opera-
tion in Ladakh. It supplies all the medicines to two of its own clinics, several 
private clinics in Leh and the amchi department of the district hospital which 
opened in 2004, as well as selling smaller amounts to numerous individual 
amchi. It is currently in a phase of further growth, doubling its output in 2009 
in anticipation of new demands from two central government-funded pro-
grammes. These projects epitomise the modernisation efforts underway and 
hold notable implications for patterns of knowledge transmission, medicine 
production and medicinal plant use in the region.

The National Rural Health Mission (NRHM) is an ambitious nationwide 
programme led by the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare. One of its 
main aims is ‘to revitalize local health traditions and mainstream AYUSH52 
into the public health system’,53 representing a new stage in the national state-
sponsored expansion of traditional medicine services as laid out in India’s elev-
enth five-year plan.54 Early announcements suggested that, as Sowa Rigpa was 
not officially recognised at either state or central levels, Ayurvedic doctors 
would be placed at 17 Primary Health Centres under the scheme. The fact 
that Ayurveda was virtually unknown in Ladakh, especially in the rural areas, 
and the clear threat this proposal posed to local interests spurred the elite to 
begin lobbying for the right of Ladakhi amchi to take up these posts, with sup-
port from prominent figures in AYUSH. When the Jammu and Kashmir state 
Health Department finally capitulated in 2009, it was heralded as a triumph 
by the amchi, but this initial joy dimmed somewhat as the implications of the 
two main conditions attached began to sink in: NRHM amchi must be quali-
fied and must only use medicines made by approved central production units 
to treat their patients.

51 Gurmet and Chaurasia 2005.
52 The Department of Ayurveda, Yoga, Unani, Siddha and Homeopathy.
53 Ministry of Health and Family Welfare 2005, p. 4.
54 Planning Commission 2007, pp. 108–15.
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That eligibility for the NRHM scheme required a kachupa (dka’ bcu pa) 
diploma from a recognised institution55 instantly ruled out over 100 tradition-
ally trained amchi already practising in the region. This is deeply troubling for 
senior amchi and those without diplomas, who feel that their extensive experi-
ence is being devalued and their hopes of gaining meaningful state support 
extinguished.56 Institutional training emphasises abstract theoretical learning 
over grounded, practical knowledge transmission,57 and treats pharmacy as a 
specialised field rather than a fundamental element of medical practice. While 
students are taught the basics of medicinal plant identification and pharmacy 
techniques at some of the institutions, it is nowhere near sufficient to enable 
graduates to begin producing their own medicines.58 The following quote is 
widely echoed by traditionally-trained amchi, particularly from the older 
generation:

These youngsters who have studied in institutions act as if knowledge of the 
gyushi 59 is sufficient for them to become skilful amchi. Theoretical knowledge 
alone is not sufficient to be considered an expert, or even a proficient amchi: expe-
rience is the key. Amchi must spend many years perfecting many kinds of practical 
knowledge, studying under masters and building their own experience through 
experimentation. How can the young amchi practice without doing all of this? 
They are just checking the pulse and giving pills—they do not know how to make 
medicines, they don’t have to keep good del wa [interdependent relationships] 
with their patients: this way is not good for the Sowa Rigpa system or for the 
patients (Gurmet Namgyal).

55 The six-year kachupa diploma can be officially granted by four institutions in India at the 
time of writing: the Men-Tsee-Khang in Dharamsala, the Central University for Tibetan Studies 
(CUTS)—formerly the Central Institute for Higher Tibetan Studies—in Sarnath, the Chagpori 
Institute for Tibetan Medicine in Darjeeling, and the Central Institute of Buddhist Studies 
(CIBS) in Ladakh. 

56 These sentiments were expressed to me by numerous amchi and voiced at several public 
meetings held in Leh during 2009. Although a ‘government amchi’ scheme has been paying 
small stipends to around 40 rural amchi since the 1960s, the rates have remained unchanged for 
decades and inflation has eroded their value to the extent that they are practically worthless. An 
amchi friend once pointed out that his monthly stipend barely covers the bus fare needed to col-
lect it. It should also be noted that the government amchi scheme does not favour the use of 
standardised medicines but actively encourages and materially supports the production of medi-
cines by amchi themselves.

57 This has been well documented for Sowa Rigpa and other Asian medical traditions: see 
Cameron 2008; Craig 2005, 2007; Hsu 1999; Samuel 2001; Schrempf 2007.

58 The CUTS and the CIBS train all students in the basics of plant identification and phar-
macy. The Men-Tsee-Khang course also includes a raw material identification component, but 
offers only the most superficial training in pharmacy, with one or two students from each batch 
offered deeper ‘on the job’ instruction.

59 The gyushi (rgyud bzhi—‘four medical treatises’) are the foundational texts of Sowa Rigpa.
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Together, the insistence that NRHM amchi be institutionally trained, the 
neglect of pharmacy within the available courses, and the fact that all NRHM 
amchi will be supplied with standardised medicines from central production 
units, are leading a large proportion of the younger generation of Ladakhi 
amchi into their professional careers with neither the ability, nor the impera-
tive, to collect plants and make their own medicines, while the majority of 
experienced, respected and locally valued (but ‘unqualified’) practitioners are 
completely excluded.

The second project, entitled ‘Revitalization of Local Health Tradition Sowa 
Rigpa to secure Sustainable Health Security to Rural Communities in Ladakh 
[sic]’, is a joint initiative between LAS and the SRRC that was accepted for 
funding by AYUSH in 2009. A key aim of the project, and a large proportion 
of the budget, is dedicated to upgrading the LAS pharmacy to enable the pro-
duction of 30 types of medicine, which will then be distributed, free of charge, 
to 45 rural amchi. While this offers tangible benefits to amchi who are strug-
gling to maintain their practices and unable to apply for the NRHM posts, it 
is also seen by some to undermine their own medicine production. Several 
amchi I spoke with said they would much rather receive raw materials than 
readymade medicines, as this would give them greater flexibility and match 
their general preference for home production.60

These two projects suggest that the development course being plotted by 
the Government of India via AYUSH and the local amchi elite has little place 
for traditionally trained practitioners or for small-scale medicine production. 
Returning to the LAS medicinal plants garden, we can now better appreciate 
its position as an important way-point on this route to medical modernisa-
tion. Although the garden is unlikely to contribute significantly in quantita-
tive terms, whatever it does contribute—both materially and symbolically—will 
flow within a broad strategic current that encompasses the professionalisation 
and governmental regulation of Sowa Rigpa practice, and the increasing mass 
production of amchi medicines.

Fields of convergence

At the beginning of this article I posed two questions: How are the practice of 
medicinal plant cultivation and the practice of Sowa Rigpa pharmacy related; 
and to what uses are medicinal plants being put in the contemporary transfor-
mations shaping Sowa Rigpa? The above accounts, though necessarily brief, 

60 The project does include the distribution of raw materials, but this represents a tiny propor-
tion of the budget compared to the supply of readymade medicines.
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provide ethnographic foundations from which some partial answers may be 
reached for and avenues for further research identified. A range of stakes are 
being invested in medicinal plant conservation by actors operating at different 
levels, from global discursive tropes and donor priorities, through the direc-
tives of powerful national bodies, to Ladakhi amchi in various socio-economic 
and political positions, from the urban elite to the ‘village amchi ’. The inter-
ests, values and agencies of these actors are commensurate in some fields yet 
divergent in others, casting the relationship between cultivation and phar-
macy quite differently depending on the viewpoint taken. Examining these 
areas of convergence and tension reveals a nuanced picture of the role cultiva-
tion is playing in the reconfiguration of pharmacy and of Sowa Rigpa knowl-
edge-practice more widely.

The cultivation activities discussed here provide a field in which the inter-
ests of global biodiversity protection, international donors, Indian govern-
ment departments, the herbal products industry and elite Ladakhi amchi 
appear to converge. A genuine interest in the plants and mounting concern for 
their protection are common across all of the projects, as are pragmatic wishes 
for financial investment and for any profits that may accrue from cultivation. 
Association with development projects is a marker of social status and amchi 
are able to demonstrate their legitimacy and commitment to sustainability by 
engaging in biodiversity conservation. This engagement has proved that at 
least two species of endangered and valuable medicinal plants can be feasibly 
cultivated on various scales in the region, which is a core aim of the NMPB 
and a matter of growing importance to the larger industrial users of Himala-
yan plants. The logic behind NMPB-funded pilot projects follows that once a 
number of pioneer species have been successfully grown, the sector will gain 
credence as a viable agricultural option and other species will be actively 
brought under commercial cultivation. Framed in this way, the groundwork 
has now been laid for the sector to expand and to provide a sustainable source 
of a growing number of plant species for local medical development and for 
export, while strengthening rural livelihoods.

The projects appear to demonstrate the potential for a nascent industry to 
scale-up the production of standardised medicines without increasing pressure 
on certain threatened plant species. This represents a key nexus of recent 
AYUSH and NMPB policies and appears repeatedly in the discourse these 
bodies produce and the projects they fund.61 At the ‘National Seminar and 
Workshop on Sowa Rigpa’ held at Delhi in 2008, almost every speech given 
by high ranking government officials stressed the importance of standardising 

61 Planning Commission of India 2007, pp. 111–13; AYUSH and NMPB websites.
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and industrialising medicine production on the one hand, and protecting 
medicinal plants on the other.62 Both matters were explicitly linked to the 
prospects of achieving central government recognition for Sowa Rigpa—
points that were not lost on the influential Ladakhi amchi present, who redou-
bled their commitment to them, bolstered by further promises of financial 
support.

The sustainable industrialisation of the traditional medicine sector is a cen-
tral strut in the dominant model of medical modernisation in India and 
appears to crystallise in the cultivation and pharmacy development projects of 
LAS. The association has utilised cultivation to gain favour with the powers 
that be and to manoeuvre for a stronger position in the emerging pharmaceu-
tical marketplace. It is today well placed for future expansion in the post-
recognition era, when demand for mass-produced medicines will surely 
increase. A direct line can now be traced from the LAS garden to the LAS 
pharmacy and from there out to a group of institutionally-trained amchi pre-
scribing centrally produced medicines in government healthcare facilities, and 
a large number of ‘traditional’ amchi now using these medicines in place of 
their own. This line marks the route to medical modernisation being drawn by 
AYUSH and followed with increasing zeal by the elite amchi of Ladakh. 
Medicinal plant cultivation thus contributes to the recasting of Sowa Rigpa as 
a singular body of knowledge—indeed, a medical system—that uses a set of 
identical and replicable pharmaceutical products, while simultaneously dele-
gitimizing small-scale medicine production and eroding the field of knowl-
edge-practice associated with it.

Outside the institutional stream, individual practitioners such as Rigzin 
and Tondup employ cultivation to support a relatively new model of medical 
practice based on the sale of commercially produced medicines to patients 
and, in some cases, to other amchi. Entrepreneurism and the capitalist market 
have long been important drivers of development in Indian medical systems, 
as the industrialisation of production and the extension of fee-for-service clin-
ics advanced much faster and further in the private sector than in government 
administered realms.63 International donor and NMPB funding for cultiva-
tion projects that support such developments while providing the means to 
make them more sustainable thus dovetail neatly with the interests of AYUSH 
and those of enterprising practitioners.

62 Among others, the Secretary of AYUSH, the Director and Deputy Director of the Central 
Council for Research on Ayurveda and Siddha, and the CEO of the NMPB all spoke on pre-
cisely these themes. 

63 Banerjee 2009; Wujastyk and Smith 2008.
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Disjuncture and adaptation

Analysis of the four projects also reveals areas of disjuncture however, where 
the apparent commensurability of pharmaceutical industrialisation and biodi-
versity conservation unravels, and where resistance to the dominant trends are 
expressed. Lying behind all the projects are the inherent contradictions 
between conservation and the industrialisation of traditional medicine. While 
growing manu and ruta may well reduce the volumes harvested from the wild, 
they are but two among more than a hundred plant species in regular usage by 
Ladakhi amchi and in demand elsewhere. Both are easy to grow and are culti-
vated right across the Himalayas, while many other rare species remain to be 
successfully domesticated. This suggests that a focus on such easy targets is 
likely to yield fairly limited conservation benefits. Unless many more threat-
ened species are brought under cultivation or the use of substitutes is more 
widely accepted—paths facing significant technical, economic and medical 
obstacles—any expansion of production scale will inevitably draw in larger 
quantities of wild plant material, adversely affecting their conservation status 
and making Sowa Rigpa a likely victim of its own success.

Far from comprising a single ‘stakeholder group’ sharing identical interests, 
as they are often portrayed in policy documents and applied literature64 
(if they are considered at all), we have seen how ‘local’ medical practitioners 
have varied use patterns for medicinal plants and hold quite different ideas 
about how these resources should best be managed in support of their medical 
practices. The discursive, social and material dimensions of the cultivation 
projects discussed here reflect this contested landscape and reveal contradic-
tions both between amchi occupying different socio-economic positions and 
within individuals located across the spectrum of contemporary Ladakhi Sowa 
Rigpa. Every amchi agrees that recognition is vital for the survival of their 
medical tradition, but the path towards it demands negotiations and sacrifices 
that are perceived and responded to in a wide variety of ways.

For the amchi elite, recognition is the key to the future of Sowa Rigpa. 
Institutional training, the mass production of standardised medicines and the 
protection of biodiversity are essential prerequisites to it, as well as providing 
sources of social and financial capital, and opportunities for long-term profes-
sional employment. At the same time however, most elite amchi are them-
selves lineage holders who also value sman jor highly, and many of them 
continue to practice it personally. The public and private discourse of even the 

64 Kala et al. 2004; Karki 2005; Subedi 2006.
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most active modernisers is ambivalent over this matter, as the following quote 
illustrates:

The modern age is the age of specialisation. People feel that the preparation of 
medicine should be standardised and only specialised people should do it. In our 
traditional system that is not the approach. Our approach was to prepare our own 
medicine, preferably depending on the surrounding plants and minerals. It is 
more effective because you rely on the plants collected from your own locality 
[. . .]. Specialisation is happening, but you should not ignore your own tradition, 
of making your own medicine, because centralised medicine and centralised phar-
macy will not help everyone. You should definitely not forget how to make med-
icine: being an amchi means you should know. There are some kinds of complicated 
medicine that everybody can’t do, so amchi should avoid those preparations, but 
the simple and general ones they should prepare themselves (Padma Gurmet).

The actions initiated and supported by the elite, though on the surface ori-
ented firmly towards modernisation, also reflect this ambivalence. The LAS 
pharmacy acts as a clearing-house for all kinds of raw materials, including 
cultivated plants from its own garden, facilitating production by individual 
amchi even as it simultaneously positions itself to replace it. The amchi depart-
ment at the hospital has been granted money to pay for largely rural-based 
and traditionally trained amchi to go on plant collection trips, and to buy 
equipment that will enable it to offer in-house training in medicine produc-
tion. Also, while the two projects implemented by individual amchi have 
facilitated entrepreneurism and validated new forms of professional practice, 
they appear to favour the development of multiple medium-sized cottage 
industries rather than the large, GMP-compliant factory model favoured by 
AYUSH,65 the Ayurvedic industry66 and by Sowa Rigpa institutions in China67 
and Bhutan.68

Recognition is accepted as essential also by the many rural and tradition-
ally-trained amchi facing economic hardships and a dearth of young people 
taking up the study of Sowa Rigpa. However, compelling economic and prac-
tical factors combine with tropes of identity and continuity to lead many of 
them to resist the wholesale adoption of mass produced medicines and to 
continue making their own. Extensive social networks comprising traders, 
local amchi associations and individual amchi linked through myriad ad hoc 
relationships support this continuation, and the cooperative project shows 
how cultivation can be harnessed in favour of it. There is much to suggest that 

65 Planning Commission 2007, pp. 113–14.
66 Banerjee 2009; Bode 2002; Harilal 2009; Wujastyk and Smith 2008. 
67 Craig and Adams 2008; Craig forthcoming; Janes 2002, Saxer this volume.
68 McKay and Wangchuk 2005; Royal Government of Bhutan 2002.
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small scale medicine production will continue to decline as Sowa Rigpa is 
absorbed into AYUSH and ‘mainstreamed’ into the public health system, yet 
there is also evidence of its resilience and adaptability, suggesting that although 
‘critically endangered’, it is far from becoming extinct.

Conclusion

As biocultural objects, the medicinal plants that grow in the mountains and 
the fields of Ladakh are intricately bound up in the tension and ambivalence 
being experienced by practitioners in a period of accelerating medical transfor-
mation. They represent different things to different actors, and are conse-
quently put to different uses whose impacts vary along continuums of power 
and popular support. While cultivation projects contribute in large part to the 
dominant trend towards the mass production of standardised medicines, they 
simultaneously support multiple strategies of medicine production and forms 
of practice right across the spectrum of contemporary Sowa Rigpa. Medical 
change thus appears as neither linear nor predictable, and does not correspond 
to a model of a dynamic modernity subsuming a static ‘tradition’. My analysis 
rather points to an evolving social and institutional framework within which 
numerous adaptations are possible and which together form the ‘currents of 
tradition’69 that shape medical knowledge-practice in a state of perpetual 
emergence. There is much here that resonates with accounts of the profession-
alisation and industrialisation of Sowa Rigpa elsewhere, of other Asian medi-
cal systems and indeed of biomedicine in Europe. However, there is a great 
deal about the Ladakh case that is not readily comparable with other places 
and times, and no reliable maps exist for the course it will follow in the years 
to come. Will proto-industrialisation give way to a fully industrial mode of 
production, or will multiple small and medium sized producers endure? Will 
Ladakhi pharmacists attempt to compete with the advanced factories of 
Dharamsala, and how will they articulate with the powerful Ayurvedic indus-
try? Will cultivation expand to a sufficient extent to prevent severe resource 
depletion as production scales up? Further research might fruitfully explore 
these and other questions as Sowa Rigpa becomes more deeply integrated into 
AYUSH and as medicinal plants continue to play multiple roles in shaping its 
future.

69 Scheid 2007.
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